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INTRODUCTION
The State of Hilary Department of Transportation, Bureau of Multimodal Freight provides this
briefing in support of longstanding efforts by Governor Wells, the Hilary State Department of
Economic Development (SDED), the Hilary Rail Transportation Authority (RTA) and the
HDOT Rail Advisory Committee (RAC) to revitalize Hilary’s industrial manufacturing region
via critical rail infrastructure investments. Governor Wells has identified this region for
investment to redevelop brownfield locations and boost economic development. The Hilary
industrial manufacturing region has good interstate access to points within the state and beyond,
Class I rail access connecting to a port, and a regional railroad – all of which offer potential for
an inland port/intermodal center. This report considers a rail project with two separate
components that address specific bottleneck deficiencies identified in the Hilary State Freight
Plan. Specifically, this briefing considers the project as follows:
•
•

Re-configuring the historic EWR tunnel bridge under US-60 to adjust vertical clearance
to a 22.5 foot minimum from its existing 19 foot clearance
Upgrading NSR track via tie replacement and upgrade of rail to a higher weight bearing
capacity (286,000 pounds) on two quarter mile sections.

The Hilary State Freight Plan suggests that these critical investments will facilitate movement of
more modern and heavier rail shipments including double-stack containers, thereby eliminating
significant freight bottleneck issues that have hindered efficient goods movement and economic
development. This briefing includes analysis and recommendations related to project benefits
and challenges, project performance metrics and data needs, railroad and stakeholder
engagement, public involvement, lessons learned from successful similar projects, and funding.
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Map of Region: Rail Track Improvements and Historic Bridge Reconstruction
Projects

BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES
Each component of this project – upgrading the track to support 286,000 pounds throughout the
alignment, modifying the historic bridge to accommodate double-stacked trains, as well as the
potential for an inland port/intermodal center – will bring benefits as well as challenges to the
region. One of the main benefits the projects may generate is the revival of the region’s
economy. More freight can be transported expeditiously throughout the region if the rail line
could support 286,000 pounds and double-stacked trains can move freely under the historic
bridge. This increase in freight could potentially generate the following economic benefits:
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Job Growth
The increase in freight mobility would mean more cargo could be transported throughout the
region. If constructed, the projects would potentially produce temporary and support existing
construction jobs. After completion of the project, the increased rail capacity could serve as a
draw to industry, bringing with it permanent, new jobs to the region.

Tax Base and Revenue
The new industries that could come to the region, due to the improvements in rail capacity,
would generate employment taxes from the companies as well as income taxes from the
employees. These taxes would increase the tax revenue and tax base of the region and the state.

Transportation Savings
The rail and bridge improvements would allow higher volumes of freight to be transported by
railroad and could lead to fewer trucks on the road. This would improve congestion on the
roadway and result in travel time savings and more reliable travel times for all highway users.
This could reduce safety and maintenance costs for the state DOT as well as to the local roadway
jurisdictions.
Along with these proposed benefits, the project presents several challenges to address, as
described below.

Possible Brownfield Cleanup
The location available to attract new industry is a former brownfield site that supported
manufacturing. Without further testing and analysis, it is currently unknown if this site will
require environmental cleanup from past industrial activity that occurred. Potentially, this
cleanup could be costly and time-intensive and is contingent on the type of hazardous material
identified.

Potential Environmental Issues
A full environmental analysis through the NEPA process should be conducted to determine if
environmental issues would arise from the project. For example, the site could be home to
species that would need to be protected during construction. Construction may also produce dust,
odor, and noise pollution.

Working with the Community on Bridge Construction
The local community identifies strongly with the historic bridge as a symbol of their region and
is concerned about any changes to the bridge. It will be important to engage the community to
ensure they are kept up-to-date on design plans for any potential reconstructing of the bridge to
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accommodate the higher vertical clearance and to work with the community to ensure
preservation of the bridge’s legacy.

Paying for the Projects
The State Department of Transportation has not identified specific funding and financing sources
to pay for this project. More information on potential funding and financing mechanisms are
discussed later in this report. It is important to note that some of these mechanisms, particularly
discretionary grants, have a low certainty of being awarded to the State and cannot be counted
on. In addition, the Class I Railroad is only willing to invest in the project if other sources of
funding can be obtained.

Attracting Industry
Our team engaged in conversations with the State Department of Economic Development
(SDED), the Regional Department of Economic Development (RDED), and the Regional
Chamber of Commerce (RCOC) regarding industry interest in this region. Several potential
industries have been identified to come to the region and utilize the upgraded rail, but none have
committed to relocating to the region at this time. The State Department of Transportation
advises against an “if we build it, they will come” mentality and encourages further engagement
with the SDED and RDED and these potential industries to ensure at least one will commit to
coming to the region, pending completion of the rail upgrade project.
Later in this report we have highlighted projects similar to the rail upgrade and bridge projects,
including:
• The Virginia Avenue Tunnel (VAT) Project in Washington, DC
• Norfolk Southern’s (NS) Portageville Bridge Project in New York
However, in order to more accurately quantify the benefits and challenges of the rail track
improvements and historic bridge reconstruction, more thorough, detailed case studies of similar
projects and the potential impacts of various industries that may relocate to the region is
recommended. For instance, economists at the State DOT would need to:
• Conduct a benefit-cost analysis, looking at:
o The impacts of lowering the rail under the historic bridge, as well as
o Upgrading the track to 286,000 pounds.
This benefit-cost analysis would cover the projects separately as well as a combined investment.
In addition, an economic impact analysis should be conducted, taking into account:
• The project area,
• Current employment rates and job availability,
• The tax base and current revenues, and
• Effects on the local community and the region.
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Metrics and Data
The team will need to gather additional background information for these projects to assess the
current state of goods movement and the impact that the improvements will make for the region.
A number of metrics and potential sources of the data include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation related jobs in the region – State Department of Labor, National American
Industry Classification System (NAICS)
Local unemployment rates – State Department of Labor
Property tax revenues –County Assessor office
Crash data – State Department of Transportation
Truck Congestion – State DOT identified Bottlenecks, State Freight Plan
Environmental emissions – State Environmental Air Agency
Land use – Metropolitan Planning Organization, City, County
Regional commodity flows – Freight Bills of Lading. Freight Analysis Framework

PARTNERING WITH RAILROADS
Within the region there are two railroads operating: East West Railroad (EWR) and North South
Railroad (NSR). EWR is a Class I Railroad that transports much of the bulk freight for the state
and is one of the largest Class I Railroads by revenue, track miles, and carloads in the country,
running through a number of major cities and ending at the large east coast city of Real Big City,
NJ. NSR is a Class II, or Regional railroad, with revenues in the $15 million range and track
ownership of about 130 miles within the state. NSR runs through six counties within the state
and services twelve customers, mostly shipping scrap metal, recycled plastics (by container), and
lumber goods.
In 2008, with the passing of the Passenger Rail Investment and Improvement Act, the State DOT
established the state’s Rail Transportation Authority, which has played an integral part in
organizing the state’s roadmap forward regarding the rail system. The Authority released the
Federal Rail Administration’s approved State Rail Plan in 2015, opening the state up for federal
grants and identifying key issues holding back the state’s rail infrastructure. The State Rail Plan
was published after two years of planning, site visits, field audits, and meetings with Railroad
operators, customers, and community members in rail-served counties. The Authority also reexamined past works that had been published about the railroads in the state, including the North
South Railroad Corridor Study and the Rail Freight Capacity Assessment. The Plan stressed the
need to upgrade the state’s lagging rail infrastructure in an effort to preserve the industry already
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in the state and to attract new customers, improving the state’s economy and providing jobs for
constituents. In the State Rail Plan, the historic bridge on EWR and the low-grade rail on NSR
were flagged as two of the top 25 freight transportation projects of state significance.

Railroad Advisory Committee (RAC)
The State Rail Authority established a Railroad Advisory Committee (RAC) to advise the DOT
on issues and opportunities related to the state’s rail network. The RAC is comprised of
members of the State DOT, officials from counties with rail-service, an administration level staff
person at each of the state’s railroad companies, and the Executive Director of the SDED. The
purpose of the RAC is to identify challenges, strategies, partners, and funding options associated
with maximizing rail assets. The railroad representatives provide valuable insight for a strategic
vision, potential solutions, and realistic expectations. The first task for the RAC was to produce a
Concept Development Plan for the rail projects included in the top 25 ranked freight projects.
That plan is currently in progress, but some of the early findings indicate many positive impacts
to the region and the state if the SDED and RDED can formalize some partnerships to ensure
these projects are completed within the next 5 years.
The early findings of the Concept Development Plan have highlighted the main issues on these
projects as they relate to rail weight restrictions and overhead clearance height restrictions, as
follows:
• Rail weight restrictions are caused by damaged rail, poor tie condition, or rail was
installed before the current standard of 286,000-pound rail cars. In this case, the NSR rail
upgrade projects will need to replace all the ties on two quarter mile sections while also
upgrading the rail to the higher weight capacity. This is an important project for the
region because Class I railroads are more likely to interchange with the regional railroad
if it can handle 286,000 pound cars.
•

Overhead clearance height restrictions on railroads most often involve tunnels or grade
separated rail-highway crossings. In this case, the historic EWR tunnel bridge under US60 has a vertical clearance of 19 feet. In order to transport double stack containers under
this tunnel bridge, the railroad members of the RAC agree the vertical clearance needs to
be at least 22.5 feet. This would accommodate two 9.5-foot stacked containers (most
containers are eight feet tall, but industry advises they occasionally encounter or utilize
the taller 9.5 foot containers) and up to three feet of additional height added by the height
of the rail car used to transport this type of load.

Approaches and Considerations by Railroad Classification: Class I Railroad vs.
Regional
The approach is essentially the same for Class I railroads and regional railroads. Neither will act
until industry is committed to serving the area. Railroads should be included in talks with public
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and/or private partners to attract industry. If industry is coming, cost of improvements would be
shared by the railroad, the state, and/or the local municipality.
The benefits of having 286,000 pound track may only accrue to the Class I Railroad and not the
Regional line. Regional railroads get the advantage of carrying more freight on fewer cars with
the need for fewer trains and fewer crews. Regionals, however, many times do not have the
same economies of scale to benefit from the efficiencies of 286,000 pound track. For them, the
286,000 pound standard might mean they handle only 1,800 cars a year instead of 2,000 cars,
and they only get paid for 1,800 cars at a set switching fee, so they may make less money due to
the 286,000 pound upgrades.
Regionals are less likely to run any fewer trains with fewer crews because of 286,000 pound
efficiencies. Even if the regional railroad does gain some 286,000 pound efficiencies, they may
not have enough to provide the capital needed to raise 263,000 pound track to the 286,000 pound
standard. Ultimately, regionals will likely have to go to 286,000 pound to stay in business
because there won't be enough 263,000 pound loads around as businesses will not want to load
cars light just for a shipper who happens to be located on a non-286,000 pound regional. The
bottom line may be that 286,000 pound track is necessary for the long-term survival of a regional
railroad, but poses issues in raising cash to make track upgrades.
As indicated by the RAC, it is important for the state to support upgrades for the rail system,
especially the NSR rail upgrade and the EWR bridge clearance projects. Funding opportunities
through the federal government are available to use thanks to the establishment of Rail
Transportation Authority and the completion of the State Rail Plan. These funding opportunities
could be pursued for the NSR and EWR projects.

Public Involvement
Public involvement is considered to be a central component that will directly influence the
outcome and success of the project. The success of any project is dependent on thorough, wellrounded, timely, and strategic stakeholder engagement at an early stage of the process. The first
step of this effort is to identify the applicable groups of stakeholders which is achieved by
identifying who will be affected by the proposed activity. The DOT leveraged the RAC to assist
in this effort.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT PLAN
The success of any project is dependent on the strong stakeholder engagement at an early stage
of the process. The first step of this effort is to identify the right group of stakeholders. As the
public sector owns, maintains and funds most of the transportation infrastructure, their
involvement is crucial. Also, these projects call for significant private sector involvement due to
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the opportunity for economic development and funding partnerships. With the help of the RAC
and the RDED, the private sector can advise the DOT on current and potential industry that
could be attracted to the region following the completion of these projects. In order to make the
projects viable, it is very important to obtain support of the projects by the local community.
Considering all this, the following public and private sector stakeholders are identified. This list
is by no means exhaustive and would likely expand if the projects proceed.

Public Sector Stakeholders
•

Local

•

•

o Counties
o Cities
o Elected Officials
o Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
o Regional Department of Economic Development (RDED)
o Regional Chamber of Commerce
o Regional Port Authority
o Regional Industrial Development Authority
State
o Governor’s Office
o State Department of Transportation (DOT) (headquarters and district office)
o State Department of Economic Development (SDED)
o State Department of Labor (DOL)
o State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)
Federal
o Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
o Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
o Federal Maritime Administration (MARAD)
o Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

Private Sector Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

North South Railroad (NSR) and East West Railroad (EWR)
State Railroad Association
Regional Chamber of Commerce
Local Community (leaders and general public)
Local Businesses (manufacturing, shippers, distributers, etc.)
State Trucking Association and regional chapter
Rail Labor Organization
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE)
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Stakeholder Communication, Education, and Engagement Plan
If these projects are pursued and state funding or other form of support is involved, the DOT
recommends developing a Stakeholder Engagement Plan with the goal of connecting with
interested parties, identifying needs and opportunities in the region, and to gather, analyze and
incorporate feedback. In order for the projects to be successful, it is critical to gain support from
the local community. Thus, due effort will be done to engage as many of the affected and
interested stakeholders, providing adequate notice of events and public involvement milestones.
Also, adequate time will be provided to submit comments and for the state to review and
consider all feedback. Pending project approval, the DOT recommends forming the following
committees to advise, develop, and help implement the Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP):
Technical Advisory Committee:
This will be a technical committee comprised of inter-agency staff from the public agencies
identified above as well as members of the private sector; spearheaded by State DOT. The
members from Governor’s Office, Federal, State, and local agencies, and others would
potentially meet every quarter to review stakeholder feedback and project material, provide
input, and share ideas, progress, and challenges. These individuals would also help in data
collection and reporting. The involvement of State Historic Preservation Office would help
identify potential options for preserving the legacy of the historic EWR tunnel bridge and
develop a strategy or guidelines to mitigate the adverse impacts. To efficiently capture the
current and potential business interests in the area, the SDED and RDED, along with the
Regional Chamber of Commerce would be invited to participate in advisory committee
meetings. These forums will help to develop synergies and have a single strategic plan to support
economic revitalization of the region, which will help support the projects.
Public Outreach Committee
This committee would be tasked with informing the general public about the project as well as
gathering public input. A key component of public involvement for these projects would be to
garner support from the railroads and the local surrounding community. Private sector will be
involved in early stages of the projects to dialogue with public sector to work toward desired
outcomes. The feedback from these stakeholders will help shape the overall vision for the
projects. In this era of government transparency, it is anticipated that various public outreach
strategies will be used to ensure a comfortable level of public involvement. The following
outreach strategies would likely be included in the SEP to help engage the public so the project
team can make informed and inclusive decisions:
•

Public Meetings/Town Hall Meetings: It is recommended to conduct quarterly public
meetings throughout the development and construction of the projects. The presentation
material in these meetings would provide information about the projects, including timeline,
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•

•

•
•

funding, impacts, and key milestones. The flyers, brochures and digital displays would be
used to visually show stages of the project as well as before and after scenarios.
Social Media Updates: This effort would include sharing on social media platform like
Facebook and Twitter the status of the projects as they reach milestones and as public
meetings or other opportunities for public feedback are presented.
Project Website: An interactive and informative website would be maintained by the DOT.
The website would be designed to provide all data related to study, upcoming public meeting,
milestones etc. To increase stakeholder involvement and feedback, an online comment
platform would also be created to facilitate that exchange. The project website would also
serve to notify stakeholders of public meetings
Surveys: Online and in-person surveys would be conducted to obtain input and note any
concerns of the locals.
Local Newspaper: The local newspaper would be provided with recurring summaries of the
projects, to include events, milestones, timelines, and deliverables to help keep the public
informed of the effort. The local newspaper would also serve to notify stakeholders of public
meetings.

SIMILAR PROJECTS
Virginia Avenue Tunnel (VAT) Project in Washington, DC
An example of a successful freight rail project that included an historic preservation component
is the Virginia Avenue Tunnel (VAT) Project in Washington, DC. The plan, which had to be
approved in a Record of Decision granted by the FHWA in 2014, converted the then single-track
tunnel into a double-track tunnel. This helped address a major choke point that occurred when
trains passing through the area had to merge from two tracks on the approach to one track going
through the tunnel, thus slowing the movement of freight up and down the East Coast.
The federal review found that rebuilding the 110-year-structure was necessary to maintain the
integrity for better access along the East Coast rail system. Along with improving the tunnel’s
deteriorating condition, CSX Transportation (CSX) expanded the tunnel, increasing capacity.
This $170 million project enabled double-stacked freight cars. What is significant about this
example is that FHWA said it approved CSX’s plan even though many residents testified against
the project.
A Memorandum of Understanding for the project was subject to Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA). In the NHPA, Congress established a comprehensive
program to preserve the historical and cultural foundations of the nation as a living part of
community life. Section 106 of the NHPA requires consideration of historic preservation and
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federal agencies to consider the effects of these projects. These projects are subject to a public
comment period.
Within the VAT Project site, 18 historic properties existed and it was determined construction
would have adverse effects on five of those properties, including the tunnel. As such, a number
of historic build stipulations had to be complied including construction protection, establishing a
$200,000 historic fund, and developing a mitigation plan. The restoration plans for these historic
properties included improving area parks and streets after construction. There was a monetary
compensation disseminated to residents in closest proximity to the construction. CSX had to
provide up to $75,000 to make up for property devaluation for residents who chose to sell during
the construction period, which lasted only 42 months.

Norfolk Southern’s (NS) Portageville Bridge Project in New York
A second example of a successful freight rail project that included an historic preservation
component is Norfolk Southern’s (NS) Portageville Bridge project in New York. Completed in
2017, this $75 million project called for the replacement of an historic iron truss bridge built in
1875. The bridge was the main reason the Southern Tier railroad route, which provides a link
between Buffalo and Binghamton, NY, is listed on the State and National Registers of Historic
places.
Within Section 106 of the NHPA there is a requirement by federal agencies to delineate a project
Area of Potential Effect. This is defined as “the geographic area or areas within which an
undertaking may directly or indirectly cause alterations in the character or use of historic
properties, if such properties exist.”
While a number of alternatives were considered, the preferred method was to demolish the
existing Portageville Bridge thus allowing NS to meet its goals and objectives with respect to
operation and safety. With the project now complete, NS now handles 286,000 pound cars, up
from the previous 273,000 pound limit that existed prior to the project. Further, trains are able to
move at 30-mile-per-hour speeds as opposed to the previous 10-mile-per-hour speeds.
Construction began in 2015 and was supported by public-private partnership funding between
New York State, the federal government, and NS’s contribution of $59.6 million. What makes
this an applicable example is that the bridge maintained its historical legacy and enhanced train
traffic and local business, enabling ten New York State-based regional railroads that service and
connect local industries to NS’s network. According to NS, the project qualified for funding
through FHWA’s Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) improvement program, “in
recognition of freight rail’s environmental benefits of reduced carbon emissions compared with
shipping goods by truck.”
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According to the company’s website, NS partnered on the project with the New York State DOT;
the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation; the Finger Lakes
Regional Economic Development Council; and FHWA. Through the partnership and successful
collaboration with stakeholders, NS preserved sections of the old bridge that were then
dismantled and are now used in historical exhibits.

FUNDING SOURCES
Funding level and source will depend on whether industry has shown interest in the region. If
there is a demand for additional freight moves in the area, Class I Railroads and Regional
Railroads will have interest in partnering. The following sections describe potential federal,
state, and private funding options for the projects. Those that are marked with an asterisk (*) are
recommended as having the most potential to contribute to the project as identified in the
introduction.

State Funding Sources
State Rail Industrial Access Program*
The State of Hillary Rail Industrial Access Program provides financial assistance to companies
for new rail and rail-related infrastructure, typically used to establish industrial lead track to
service expanded or newly located industries that are rail-dependent. Grant funding is generally
limited to projects where significant job creation or retention is involved (20 or more jobs).
Applicants must commit to job creation/retention numbers subject to contractual drawbacks.
Further, applicants are required to commit to rail usage, also subject to drawbacks. Maximum
state funding for a project is $10,000 per job created/retained up $1 million. For both programs,
funds are not a substitute for private financing. Funds will only be made available in cases where
attempts to obtain conventional (government and private) financing do not result in the necessary
support on a timely basis. The benefit-cost methodology used in the application process is the
same methodology used by the Federal Railroad Administration for the former Local Rail
Freight Assistance (LRFA) Program. The analysis is a nine-step procedure, each step of which is
briefly defined below:
•
•
•
•

Establish the Project Alternative: in this step the applicant defines the project, and
should also include discussion of any alternatives that were reviewed and rejected.
Determine Project Costs: the application package contains sheets for detailed project
estimates, the totals of which can be used in this step.
Determine the Null Alternative: the null alternative is an estimate of what will happen
if the project is not undertaken and is the alternative against which the proposed project
must be compared during the benefit-cost analysis.
Use the Standard Planning Horizon: All applicants shall use a ten year period as the
standard planning horizon.
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•

•

•

•
•

Use a Discount Rate: the discount rate is generally the state's cost of borrowing (general
fund bonds) less the portion of the borrowing costs estimated to be caused by inflation.
The discount rate is used to calculate the present value of the estimated benefits over the
standard planning horizon. For the purposes of this round applicants shall use a 6 percent
discount rate.
Calculate Transportation Efficiency Benefits: these are a direct effect of project
completion and generally are incurred by the operating railroad and its shippers. The
application package provides examples of such benefits but each applicant is encouraged
to apply any such benefits which may be unique to the proposed project.
Calculate Secondary Benefits: these benefits cover a broad spectrum of possibilities. It
is up to the writer of the application to find those benefits which are an indirect
consequence of project completion. One such benefit is the reduction in state spending on
highway maintenance which may be attributable to the project removing truck traffic
from the state's highways (approximately $0.06/mile). Any assumption taken for
secondary benefits shall have an explanation justifying there use.
Calculate Salvage Value: the project's material salvage value must be calculated for the
last year of the planning horizon. The salvage value is used in the final calculations to
arrive at an accurate benefit-cost ratio.
Calculate the Benefit-Cost Ratio: the discount rate is used to calculate the present value
of the benefits accrued over the planning horizon. The ratio is equal to the present value
of the benefits divided by the project cost.

Potential Federal Formula Funding Sources
National Highway Freight Program (NHFP)*
NHFP funds may be obligated for projects that contribute to the efficient movement of freight on
the National Highway Freight Network (NHFN), and are consistent with the planning
requirements of 23 U.S.C. 134 and 135. Beginning two years after the date of enactment of the
FAST Act, a State may not obligate NHFP funds apportioned to the State unless the State has
developed a State Freight Plan (SFP) in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 70202. For each fiscal year, a
State may obligate not more than 10 percent of the total State apportionment under NHFP for
freight rail types of projects. These projects include those within the boundaries of public or
private freight rail or water facilities (including ports), and that provide surface transportation
infrastructure necessary to facilitate direct intermodal interchange, transfer, and access into or
out of the facility.
Eligibility - projects include environmental and community mitigation for freight movement and
efforts to reduce the environmental impacts of freight movement, and any surface transportation
project to improve the flow of freight into and out of a freight intermodal or a freight rail facility.
Congestion Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ)
The CMAQ program was implemented to support surface transportation projects and other
related efforts that contribute air quality improvements and provide congestion relief. The
CMAQ program supports two important goals of the U.S. Department of Transportation
(Department): improving air quality and relieving congestion. All CMAQ projects must
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demonstrate the three primary elements: transportation identity, emissions reduction, and
location in or benefitting an air quality nonattainment or maintenance area.
Eligibility - not confined to highway projects, but also applies to non-road mobile freight
projects such as rail. Eligible projects also include the most cost-effective projects to reduce
emissions from port-related landside non-road or on-road equipment that is operated within the
boundaries of Particulate Matter (PM) 2.5 nonattainment or maintenance areas. Public-private
partnerships should have a legally binding, written agreement in place between the public agency
and the private or non-profit entity before a CMAQ-funded project may be implemented. Public
funds should not be invested where a strong public benefit cannot be demonstrated.
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) Railway-Highway Crossings (Section 130)
The Section 130 Program provides funds for the elimination of hazards at railway-highway
crossings. The Section 130 Program has been correlated with a significant decrease in fatalities
at railway-highway grade crossings. Since the Program's inception in 1987 through 2014, for
which most recent data is available, fatalities at these crossings have decreased by 57%. The
overall reductions in fatalities come despite an increase in the vehicle miles traveled on roadways
and an increase in the passenger and freight traffic on the railways. Funds are set-aside from the
each state’s HSIP apportionment.
Eligibility - all at-grade public crossing safety improvement projects meeting the eligibility
description in 23 U.S.C. §130 are eligible for funding, including the separation or protection of
grades at crossings, the reconstruction of existing railroad grade crossing structures, the
relocation of highways to eliminate grade crossings, and projects at grade crossings to eliminate
hazards posed by blocked grade crossings due to idling trains. In accordance with 23 USC
130(i), the funds can be used as incentive payments for local agencies to close public crossings
provided there are matching funds from the railroad. Also, in accordance with 23 USC 130(h),
the funds can be used for local agencies to provide matching funds for State-funded projects.

Potential Federal Discretionary
Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development (BUILD)*
The BUILD program supports investments in surface transportation infrastructure for roads,
bridges, transit, rail, ports or intermodal transportation. Projects for BUILD will be evaluated
based on merit criteria that include safety, economic competitiveness, quality of life,
environmental protection, state of good repair, innovation, partnership, and additional nonfederal revenue for future transportation infrastructure investments. For projects located in urban
areas, the minimum award is $5 million. The minimum total project cost for a project located in
an urban area must be $6.25 million. For projects located in rural areas, the minimum award is
$1 million. The maximum award for all projects is $25 million. Not more that $90 million can be
awarded to a single state.
Eligibility – eligible projects for the BUILD program are capital projects that include road or
bridge projects eligible under 23 U.S.C., passenger and freight rail transportation projects, port
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infrastructure investments (including port infrastructure and land ports of entry), and intermodal
projects. USDOT anticipates that in addition to meeting statutory requirements, the BUILD
program’s focus on safety, state of good repair, economic competitiveness, environmental
sustainability, and quality of life, means that freight projects will be competitive.
Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA)*
INFRA provides dedicated, discretionary funding for projects that address critical issues facing
our nation’s highways and bridges. INFRA grants may be used to fund a variety of components
of an infrastructure project, however, the USDOT is specifically focused on projects in which the
local sponsor is significantly invested and is positioned to proceed rapidly to construction.
Eligible INFRA project costs may include: reconstruction, rehabilitation, acquisition of property
(including land related to the project and improvements to the land), environmental mitigation,
construction contingencies, equipment acquisition, and operational improvements directly related
to system performance. themes of supporting economic vitality, leveraging federal funding,
innovation, and performance and accountability are advanced, and USDOT anticipates that in
addition to meeting statutory requirements, the INFRA program’s focus on economic vitality,
leverage (including private sector participation), innovation, and performance, means that freight
projects will be competitive.
Eligibility - to be eligible for an INFRA grant, a project must be either a highway freight project
carried out on the National Highway Freight Network (23 U.S.C. 167), a highway or bridge
project carried out on the National Highway System (NHS) including projects that add capacity
on the Interstate System to improve mobility or projects in a national scenic area, a railwayhighway grade crossing or grade separation project; or a freight project that is an intermodal or
rail project, or within the boundaries of a public or private freight rail, water (including ports), or
intermodal facility, is a surface transportation infrastructure project necessary to facilitate direct
intermodal interchange, transfer, or access into or out of the facility, and will significantly
improve freight movement on the National Highway Freight Network. For these projects,
Federal funds can only support project elements that provide public benefits.
Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA)*
The TIFIA program provides credit assistance for qualified projects of regional and national
significance. Many large-scale, surface transportation projects - highway, transit, railroad,
intermodal freight, and port access - are eligible for assistance. Eligible applicants include state
and local governments, transit agencies, railroad companies, special authorities, special districts,
and private entities. The TIFIA credit program is designed to fill market gaps and leverage
substantial private co-investment by providing supplemental and subordinate capital. The TIFIA
program offers secured (direct) loans, loan guarantees, and standby lines of credit.
Eligibility - eligible projects include highway projects, passenger rail projects, transit and
intermodal projects, private rail facilities providing public benefit to highway users, surface
transportation infrastructure modifications necessary to facilitate direct intermodal transfer and
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access into and out of a port terminal, intelligent transportation systems (ITS), surface
transportation projects eligible for Federal assistance under title 23 or chapter 53 of title 49 of the
U.S. Code, international bridges and tunnels, and intercity passenger bus or rail facilities and
vehicles. Public freight rail facilities, private facilities providing public benefit for highway users
by way of direct freight interchange between highway and rail carriers, intermodal freight
transfer facilities, projects that provide access to any of the foregoing facilities, and service
improvements (including capital investments for intelligent transportation systems) at such
facilities, are also eligible for TIFIA credit assistance. In addition, a logical series of such
projects with the common objective of improving the flow of goods can be combined to reach
the minimum cost threshold for eligibility. Projects located within the boundary of a port
terminal are also eligible to receive TIFIA credit assistance, so long as the project is limited to
only such surface transportation infrastructure modifications as are necessary to facilitate direct
intermodal interchange, transfer, and access into and out of the port.

Other Funding Sources
Consolidated Rail Infrastructure and Safety Improvements program (CRISI)*
The CRISI program provides funding from the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) to
improve the safety, efficiency, and reliability of intercity passenger and freight rail systems.
These funds help repair and upgrade rail infrastructure that will increase safety and service.
Eligibility – criteria when selecting projects include objectives such as: supporting economic
vitality; leveraging federal funds to attract other sources of funding; preparing for project lifecycle costs; using innovative approaches to improve safety and expedite project deliver; and
holding recipients accountable for achieving specific, measurable outcomes. Rail projects that
improve the safety, efficiency, and/or reliability of passenger and/or freight rail transportation
systems are eligible for funding. Capital projects that improve highway-rail grade crossings, rail
line relocation and improvement projects, projects to improve short-line or regional Railroad
Infrastructure, and projects to improve freight rail intermodal connections; and rail projects
improving access to ports are all eligible.
Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing (RRIF)*
The RRIF program provides direct loans and loan guarantees up to $35 billion to finance
development of railroad infrastructure. Not less than $7 billion of which is reserved for projects
benefiting freight railroads other than Class I carriers. Direct loans can fund up to 100% of a
railroad project with repayment periods of up to 35 years and interest rates equal to the cost of
borrowing to the government.
Eligibility – funding may be used to: acquire, improve, or rehabilitate intermodal or rail
equipment or facilities, including track, components of track, bridges, yards, buildings and shops,
and including the installation of positive train control systems; develop or establish new
intermodal or railroad facilities; reimburse planning and design expenses related to activities
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listed above; refinance outstanding debt incurred for the purposes listed above; and finance
transit-oriented development (credit assistance only available until December 4, 2019).
US EPA Brownfields Grant Funding*
EPA’s Brownfields Program provides direct funding for brownfields assessment, cleanup,
revolving loans, environmental job training, technical assistance, training and research. A
brownfield is a property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated
by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.
Eligibility – brownfields grant funding can be used for assessment, cleanup, planning,
environmental workforce development and job training, technical assistance, training and
research, and for establishing or enhancing State and Tribal brownfields response programs.
Grants can also be used to capitalize loans that are used to clean up brownfield sites.
State Infrastructure Banks (SIB)*
SIBs are revolving infrastructure investment funds for surface transportation that are established
and administered by states. A SIB, much like a private bank, can offer a range of loans and credit
assistance enhancement products to public and private sponsors of Title 23 highway construction
projects, Title 49 transit capital projects, and Title 49 (subtitle V) railroad projects. The
requirements of Titles 23 and 49 apply to SIB repayments from Federal and non-Federal sources.
All repayments are considered to be Federal funds. SIBs give states the capacity to increase
make more efficient use of its transportation funds and significantly leverage Federal resources
by attracting non-Federal public and private investment. Alternatively, SIB capital can be used as
collateral to borrow in the bond market or to establish a guaranteed reserve fund. Loan demand,
timing of needs, and debt financing considerations are factors to be weighed by states in
evaluating a leveraged SIB approach.
Eligibility - under Title 23, eligible capital projects as defined in Section 5302 of Title 49, and
any other surface transportation project that the Secretary determines to be appropriate are
eligible for assistance from SIBs. Both the initial credit assistance funded with Federal
capitalization grants, including the required non-Federal match, and any assistance funded with
loan repayments and other recycled funds are subject to the requirements of Titles 23 and 49, as
applicable. A State may need specific state legislated authority to establish a SIB and issue SIB
loans. Federal laws and regulations permit SIBs to assist any entity that constructs an eligible
project. State SIB policies may vary.
IRS Short Line Tax Credit 26 USC 45G (Section 45G)*
The railroad track maintenance credit for the taxable year is an amount equal to 50% of the
qualified railroad track maintenance expenditures paid or incurred by a Class I Railroad or
Regional Railroad which owns or leases such railroad track as of the close of the taxable year.
Qualified railroad track maintenance expenditures means gross expenditures for maintaining
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railroad track (including roadbed, bridges, and related track structures) owned or leased as of
January 1, 2015, by a Class I Railroad or Regional Railroad.

Other Funding Approaches*
With the state now open to public-private partnerships, the Governor’s Office and the SDED
could market the projects as an opportunity to investors. Private investors, both domestic and
foreign, along with venture capitalists may be interesting in providing partial or full funding for
the projects depending on the region’s ability to attract and support long term industry along the
rail lines. Investors may fund the projects in exchange for partial ownership of the line and
revenues generated through industrial use. The DOT recommends contacting the SDED to
explore this option.
1. Next Steps:
Hillary Department of Transportation, Bureau of Multimodal Freight will develop a Request for
Qualifications or a Request for Proposals for a planning study to develop planning-level cost
estimates and benefits (public benefits and benefits to the railroads) for each project, further
refinement of potential funding sources, air quality analyses to determine emission reduction
benefits, and preliminary reasonable alternatives, project purpose and need, and planning-level
inventory and historic resource adverse impact analysis for a streamlined NEPA/Section 106
process. The planning study should also address intermodal terminal costs and benefits versus
direct rail service, and include a brownfield job ready site assessment. A study advisory
committee, much like the ones mentioned previously, should be established with appropriate
stakeholder participation.
Coordination with the MPO to develop a financing package via planning study outcomes and
recommendations would be needed. If applicable, ensure that identified projects are included in
financially constrained Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP), Transportation Improvement
Plan (TIP), Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP), and are consistent with the
Statewide Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), using project cost estimates developed from
the planning study. If NHFP funds are intended to be used, ensure the projects are included in
the Freight Investment Plan element of the FAST Act-compliant SFP. Refine cost estimates and
scope of projects via Preliminary Engineering (PE) phase work including preliminary design,
final design, and NEPA/106.
Concurrent with development of the study, the Bureau will work with SDED and RDED to
identify public partners and to identify and incentivize private partners. Many public formula or
discretionary funding sources that are identified are not intended as a substitute for private
financing, and in fact, funds may only be made available in cases where attempts to obtain
conventional financing are not fully successful. With competitive discretionary public funds, in
many cases the project selection process provides advantage to projects demonstrating
committed conventional financing, so awarded funds function as gap financing. Hillary DOT
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will help determine the best-fit grant/loan program and fiscal agent (if required). For state match
funded grant programs, the Bureau collects project applications with scope, budget, schedule,
and a certified letter indicating availability of matching funds. Projects are required to follow
state approved construction standards (vetted with railroad companies) and procurement
procedures.

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS
These railroad upgrade projects have incredible potential to bring many new jobs and provide
economic benefits that the region has not seen since the decline of the manufacturing sector. The
next steps to ensure this region leverages that potential are essential to success. The team
recommends undertaking all of the following steps with a consultant team on board for support:
1. Conduct a Benefit-Cost Analysis. In order to properly quantify benefits, the state should
obtain the data and metrics outlined in this report (page 5) to conduct a thorough benefitcost analysis.
2. Conduct a detailed Case Study. Interview project managers from the similar projects
identified (page 11) – the Virginia Avenue Tunnel and Portageville Bridge – particularly
on the issue of historic preservation.
3. Form Technical Advisory Committee and Public Outreach Committee. Stakeholder
involvement will be key to determining if the projects are feasible. Formation of the
Technical Advisory Committee and Public Outreach Committee are crucial to properly
communicate with, engage, and educate stakeholders and the general public about the
project, and will help guide development of the study. This will enable the project team
to work with the community to develop a strategy that best achieves the necessary
vertical clearance, balances the need for historic preservation, and informs the project
team as to the mitigation requirements.
4. Establish Project Budget and Identify Funds and Potential P3 Partners. The State’s
Railroad Advisory Committee (RAC) should be the first to reach out to the East West
Railroad (EWR) and North South Railroad (NSR) to ensure a smooth engagement. The
DOT has not identified specific funding and financing to pay for this project but
encourages consideration of conventional financing first in partnership with EWR and
NSR before other public grant or loan programs are considered for gap financing. The
team further recommends that the SIB and the State Rail Industrial Access Program be
prioritized versus federal formula or discretionary program funding, as federal formula
funds may already be programmed many years out via the LRTP, STIP, and TIP. Federal
discretionary grant programs such as BUILD and INFRA are highly competitive, and
future funding cycles are uncertain. It will be incumbent upon the RAC to engage with
the EWR and NSR to determine their interest in a public-private partnership to support
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the project, as this will inform which funding and financing sources are most appropriate
to pursue.
5. Conduct an Environmental Impact Study. A full environmental analysis through the
NEPA process should be conducted to determine if environmental issues would arise
from the project and the state of the old manufacturing site.
Despite the variables, complexity, and wide range of stakeholders, the team believes the projects
have potential for economic return and increased quality of life for the region. The team
recommends hiring a consultant to pursue further study of the projects.
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Introduction
Projects:
– East West Railroad (EWR)
• Historic Tunnel Bridge Vertical Clearance

– North South Railroad (NSR)
• Track Upgrade: 263K to 286K

Themes:
Ø Revitalizing Industrial Manufacturing
Region
Ø Brownfield Redevelopment
Ø Critical Rail Infrastructure

Introduction

Introduction

Benefits
Ø Job Growth
Ø Increased Tax Base
Ø Travel Time Savings and
Reliability
Ø Increased Freight Mobility
– Throughput
– Capacity
– Logistical Efficiency

Challenges
ØBrownfield Cleanup
ØOther Environmental Issues
ØWorking with Community on
Historic Bridge
ØConstruction
ØPaying for the Project
ØAttracting Industry

Metrics and Data
ØTransportation related jobs in the
region
• State Department of Labor, National American
Industry Classification System (NAICS)

ØLocal unemployment rates
• State Department of Labor

ØProperty tax revenues
• County Assessor office

ØRail Activity
• Trains per day/week - FRA
• Commodities – STB Waybill

Metrics and Data
ØCrash data
• State Department of Transportation

ØTruck Congestion
• State DOT identified Bottlenecks, State Freight
Plan

ØEnvironmental emissions
• State Environmental Protection Agency

ØLand use
• MPO, City, County

ØRegional commodity flows
• Freight Bills of Lading, Freight Analysis
Framework

PARTNERING with the
RAILROADs

Class 1 Versus Regional RR
ØBenefits of double stacked containers
on Class 1 and 286,000-lb track on
regional RR may not accrue evenly
to both.
ØEfficiencies realized for both projects
might mean less cars a year handled
for the regional RR (less revenue).

State Rail Transportation Authority

Ø Working with the Railroad
– EWR
– NSR

Ø State Rail Plan
– Rail Corridor Studies
– Rail Freight Capacity Needs Assessment

Ø Concept Development Plan

Barrier to 286-lb on NSR

Ø Types of 286,000 lb challenges
– Bridge Weight Restrictions
– Rail Line Restrictions
– Height Restrictions

Ø Payment
– Regional Railroad
– Class I

STAKEHOLDERS
ENGAGEMENT

Public Sector Stakeholders
Ø Local
Ø MPO, City, County
Ø Chamber of Commerce
Ø Port Authority

Ø Federal
Ø Federal Railroad Administration
Ø Federal Highway Administration
Ø Environmental Protection Agency
Ø Maritime Administration

Public Sector Stakeholders
Ø State
Ø Governor’s Office
Ø Elected Officials
Ø Department of Transportation
Ø Environmental Protection Agency
Ø Department of Labor
Ø Department of Economic Development
Ø State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)

Private Sector Stakeholders
Ø North South Railroad (NSR)
Ø East West Railroad (EWR)
Ø State Railroad Association
Ø Regional Chamber of Commerce
Ø Local Community
Ø Industry leaders and general public
Ø Local Businesses
Ø manufacturing, shippers, distributers, etc.
Ø State Trucking Association and regional chapter
Ø Rail Labor Organization
Ø Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE)

Roles of Stakeholders
Stakeholders
Governor’s Office
Elected Officials
Federal Agencies (EPA, FHWA,
•MARAD,FRA,
. NEPA)
Port Authority

Role
Guidance on Governor’s vision
Public Outreach, Community Education
Funding, Guidance on rules and regulations

Input on study
Spearhead TAC & POC, Project Development, Construction Oversight,
State Department of Transportation
Funding, Grant Preparation
PUBLIC
State Historic Preservation Office
Guidance on Nepa Process
(SHPO)
Local Chamber of Commerce
Public Outreach, Community Education
County/MPO
Local knowledge/ Improvement in Local infrastructure
Governor Department of Labor
Public Outreach, Community Education, Input in study
State/local Economic Development Business Knowledge
Agency
Class I and Regional Railroad
Input in study/ Public Private Partnership
Railroad Association
Input in study/ Public Private Partnership
Local Community
Partnership, Data Collection
Local Business (Shippers,
PRIVATE
distributers etc)
Investment in local infrastructure, Input in study
Trucking Associations
Input in study
Rail Labor Organization
Outreach and Education
Local WBE/SBE
Outreach and Education

Stakeholder Engagement
Governor's Office
Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC)

Public Outreach
Committee (POC)

Ø Data Collection
& Analysis
Ø Inter-Agency
Coordination
Ø Reporting
Ø Project
Development

Ø Public
Engagement &
Education
Ø Public-Private
Partnership
Dialogue

OUTREACH
TECHNIQUES
Public
Meeting/Town
Hall Meeting
Social Media
Updates
Project Website
Surveys

Similar Projects

Rail Track Improvements and
Historic Rail Bridge Reconstruction Projects

Virginia Avenue Tunnel

Virginia Avenue Tunnel
Ø$170 million project revitalized a 110-year-old
tunnel.
ØAlleviated a transportation bottleneck and
increased capacity.
ØCSX acknowledged temporary disruption for
some neighbors.
Ø CSX partnered with the community on park and
street enhancements to Capitol Hill, Navy Yard,
Southeast DC.

Portageville Bridge

Portageville Bridge
Ø$75 million project to replace an historic iron
truss bridge.
ØCreated efficiencies including handling heavier
286,000 lb cars at faster 30 MPH speeds.
Ø Norfolk Southern successfully partnered and
engaged a wide variety of stakeholders.
ØNS preserved sections of old bridge for use in
historical exhibits and reduced its carbon
footprint with new bridge.

FUNDING

Funding
Finance Approaches
Ø Private
Ø Public – Local
Ø Public – State
Ø Public – Federal Discretionary
Ø Public – Federal Formula

Funding
Public – Local
ØCity
ØCounty
ØPort Authority

Funding
Public – State
ØState Rail Industrial Access
Program
ØState Infrastructure Bank (SIB)
Public – Federal Discretionary
ØBUILD
ØINFRA
ØTIFIA

Funding
Public – Federal Discretionary
ØCRISI
ØRRIF
ØBrownfields Grant Funding
Public – Federal Formula
ØNHFP
ØCMAQ
ØHSIP Section 130

Funding Summary
• “All of the above” approach
• Further work to refine project
costs and benefits
• Most Federal grants for gap
financing require matching
funds
• Federal discretionary funds
may be more timely than
formula

Summary

Wrap Up
Strategy and Needs
Next Steps

Closing Comments
ØPotential for economic return and revitalized
industrial activity in the region
ØRecommend further study
ØInvolve other state agencies
ØTiming of available funding would depend
on type of funding: grant, formula, cash
ØPlanning timeline – 12-18 or 18-24 months
ØConstruction timeline – TBD; estimate 6
months for the bridge vertical clearance and
4 months for the track upgrade

Strategy and Needs
ØPlanning budget - $250,000
ØPlanning timeline - 18 months
ØConsultant services (existing options)
ØUtilize publically available data sources
ØIdentify strategic partners
Technical Advisory Committee

for

the

Next Steps
ØApproval of approach
ØConsultant (existing) will provide scope
and budget within 10 days, to be final
within 3 weeks
ØExecutive outreach to partner agencies for
technical staff and advisory committee
within 4 weeks
ØProject kickoff in 8 weeks
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Department of Transportation
Bureau of Multimodal Freight
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